Abstract-The purview of paper pivoted around the pyrolysis decomposition of forest waste (pine needle litter) by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). Experiments were carried out in the presence of Nitrogen atmosphere. The experimental data was compared with those obtained by numerical solution of distributed activation energy model (DAEM). Asymptotic expansion is adopted to evaluate the pre-exponential factor, mean activation energy and variance. The correction factor Bi has been invoked to describe accurately the differential thermogravitmeric curves of thermal decomposition of pine needles.
Nomenclature f(E)
Distribution 
INTRODUCTION
The chir pine (Pinus roxburghii) forests encompass 97.4 thousand acres or 16.15 % of the total forest land of Uttarakhand state. According to Forest Department of India, Dehradun, a massive forest fire in 1995 engulfed 14.7 thousand acres of valuable forest area through 2,272 forest fire incidents took place in Uttarakhand state [1] . In addition to the forest inferno, there are numerous collateral damage occurs to the ecological system, such as damage the top fertile layer of soil, depletion of the ground water and hinder the growth of grass, which results in scarcity of fodder for livestock. Therefore, an attempt has been made to overcome the demerits of pine needles by using them for synthesis of bio-fuel as a by-product. Before undergoing any thermos-chemical process, it is very important to evaluate the kinetic parameters of its constitutes which in turn decompose into tar and volatile gases. There are various models have been proposed to exhibit pyrolysis of biomass. But the most accurate and well defined approach for modeling the biomass pyrolysis is distributed activation energy model (DAEM) [2] - [5] .
Mathematically, decomposition of biomass and knowing it kinetics is very complex as several parallel decomposition reactions occur and their mechanisms are unknown. Though, various mathematical modeling have been adopted to describe the process of degradation of biomass [6] , [7] . There is also a model that is usually implemented in case of ultimate number parallel decomposition reaction, is also known as lumped kinetic model [8] , [9] . DAEM has been recently used in the mathematical study of pyrolysis process. This model is based on the multi reaction models as it presumes that many decomposition reactions of nth-order with distributed activation energies happen simultaneously [10] , [11] . The principle of the lumped kinetic model and DAEM are very similar, yet dichotomy between lumped kinetic model and distributed activation energy mode is the number of expected decomposition reactions. Around100 decomposition reactions take place in lumped kinetic model, which would be approaching the distributed activation kinetic model. DAEM is also used for the description of thermal decomposition of fossil fuels and other thermally degradable substances [12] , [13] .
The main focus of this work is to know suitability of DAEM for predicting the thermal decomposition of pine needles that comprises several other compounds process in more steps and to evaluate the kinetic parameters for the constitutes components of pyrolysis of pine needles.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

Experimental Details
The chemical characteristic of pine needle samples is measured with the help of elemental analyser (Perkin Elmer 2400 series) and the calorific value is evaluated by using the constant volume bomb calorimeter. Pyrolysis of pine needles was performed by using the thermo gravimetric equipment, SDT Q600 (TA, Perkin Elmer etc.). A horizontal TG/DSC holder was used to nullify the Archimedes effect. In order to measure the actual sample and furnace temperature, thermocouple types R (Platinum-Rhodium-13%/Platinum) were used. Table 1 
Distributed Activation Energy Model (DAEM)
The concept of DAEM was given by Vand [14] . Pitt [15] used it for coal devolatilisation problems. Later on adopted by Hanbaba and his co-workers [16] and Anthony [17] , [18] . The model assumes that the decomposition mechanism requires a multi-step, independent, parallel and the first order chemical reactions which has different activation energies and reflects variations in the strengths of components of biomass.
Mathematical solution of this model may require calculation of double integral, involving rapidly varying functions and therefore creates significant numerical complication. So, in this regard the asymptotic method was used to solve integrals and thereby allow robust calculation of DAEM solution, which also includes "Double exponential" term. Previously, the approximations to the DAEM solution, mainly those seeking to convert the DAEM to SFOR (simple first order reaction) model, are facing the extrapolating difficulties to the different heating regimes. Therefore, it is very difficult to find the distribution function f(E) from experimental measurements. In 1993, Niksa and Lau [19] derived the relationship between the DAEM and the SFOR with an assumption of keeping activation energy fixed, and estimating nominal rate constant, k, which varies with time. Later on, their work was revamped by Suuberg [20] who uses a Heaviside step function approximation to double exponential which increases from zero to one at an energy that varies with time.
The frequency factor can be related to activation energy or temperature [21] as:
where Mi represents the total released mass of the pine needles due to reaction i and A0 is a frequency or pre-exponential factor and Ei is the activation energy, R the universal gas constant, t is time and T the temperature. The total rate of evolution of volatiles is then given by summation of Eq. (1) as:
Using Eq. (1), we have:
After integrating Eq. (4), we get: 
Now suppose that the total fraction Mi of the total effectivemassM0evolvedbyreactionswith activation energies between − Δ 2 and + Δ 2 so that:
where Mt is massofbiomassatinstanttimetandM0is total effective mass. Using Eq. (5) and (6), we get
If the total number of parallel reactions i is large enough, Eq. (7) can be rewritten as:
where
In 1974, Anthony [18] suggested value of ) (E f with the help of Gaussian distribution function by involving mean activation energy and standard deviation (σ), which can be expressed as:
or
The remaining mass fraction can be defined as:
The significant role of Eq. (11) is to determine the initial distribution of volatiles f(E), the frequency or pre-exponential factors A0(E) and thereafter estimate the resulting time dependence of the decomposed fraction. For finding solution, frequency factor, mean activation energy, and the variance are optimized to reach a minimum of Eq. (13):
The double exponential integrand in Eq. (11) is:
The term inside the exponent is approximated by applying Laplace methods, where in the parameter E/RT is considered to be large.
The Eq. (15) can be expressed in the form:
where the function increases rapidly from zero to one asE increases, over range of size Ew around Es, and this can be approximated as follows:
,
As only the behaviour at the neighborhood of Es is of interest, the function g(E) is expanded around Es by Taylor series as:
Using Eq. (16) and (17), Es and Ew are chosen so that 
Solving these gives
and
where Y(x) represents Lambert W function defined to be one real root of the equation [22] . For other cases, Lambert W function can be expressed as:
Double exponential term (dexp) has attribute of smoothed step-function that varies from zero to one with step size of Ew. In Eq. (11), dexp is multiplied by the initial distribution f(E). After simplification of Eq. (11), we get:
where h(E) is defined as:
Energy is now rescaled as
where the constant parameter,α = 0 2 2σ 2 . Note that in practice 1<< α.
For linear ramping temperature = 0 + ( ), we have:
where Y(τ) is Lambert W function and time has been rescaled as= A0t.
We have discussed both of cases of Gaussian distribution to find the best distribution case for the large and concentrated data points (N> 6000). Vargheyi [23] used numerical method with the help of Gauss-Hermite quadrature formula to solve DAEM. They gave rescaling factor of ½ by introducing variable μ.
The Wide Distribution Case
For wide distribution case, the limited w α 1/2 → 0 is taken. Within limit the double exponential term in Eq. (14) converge between range of (0,1). This is approximated with help of step function U as previously approximated [14] , [15] , [24] , [25] can be given by: 
The second integral is a complementary error function or normal distribution and can be computed easily. The term exp(−α( − 1) 2 )is very small everywhere except in neighbourhood of size yw around the point y = ys. Applying Taylor series about y = ys, this integrand can therefore be approximated as:
Each of the integrals is obtained from a term in Taylor series and can be integrated separately to yield Eq. (23) as:
where the remaining integral can be estimated by:
This expansion is valid only when ws ( 1) 1 yy    , further terms can be found out for improving accuracy of the Eq. (26).
The Narrow Distribution Case
The limit applied in case of narrow distribution satisfy σ<<√2RTC, where Cis the temperature of point of inflection in a plot of XCalculated vs T. By involving time dependent maximum which proceeds in a same manner as time. The yield result that is more robust and more accurate over a wider range of operating parameters.
The maxima of Eq. (22), ym of y is sought, where the function h(y) tends to be at an extremum, by putting h'(y) = 0. Hence, 
The solution is given by:
A Taylor series expansion of h(y) about ym provided a solution of Eq. (21) is given by:
After solving, we get:
Computation of Eq. (23), (26) and (28) were done with help of algorithm created in MATLAB. The calculating procedure of DAEM kinetic parameter is shown in the block diagram of optimization scheme in Fig. 1 .
Solving asymptotic (Eq. (26), (28)) and Gauss Hermite (Eq. (23))
Calculation of XCalculated (Eq. (23), (26), (27) 
RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS
Thermal Decomposition of Forest Waste (Pine Needles)
The thermogravimetric (TG) and differential thermogravimetric (DTG) curves of pine needles obtained at heating rate of 10 °C/min are plotted in Fig. 2 (a, b) . It can be clearly seen that bonded water and air moisture evaporated first. The end of drying is at about 77 °C. However, for wood, it is around 160 °C. The process of pyrolysis of pine needles begins above this temperature. As Fig. 2(b) shows decomposition of wood, the first local minimum on DTG wood decomposition curve corresponds to the time when the maximum decomposition rate of hemicelluloses is reached. Global minimum on the DTG wood decomposition curve corresponds to the time when maximum decomposition rate of cellulose is reached. Thermal decomposition of lignin doesn't have significant role as the other two compounds and degradation of lignin takes place after cellulose which can be seen by third peak in Fig. 2(b) . However, lignin decomposition enhances global minimum and hence can be seen as a contribution of lignin decomposition since at these temperatures, both hemicellulose and cellulose are already decomposed.
The peak complexity is more visible at higher ramping rates due to the relatively high content of hemicelluloses degrades at lower temperature as cellulose. The mass loss rate of cellulose increased greatly with temperature and reached its maximum value at about 327 °C, whereas it was about 277 °C and 397 °C for hemicelluloses and lignin contents respectively. As the temperature increased over 397 °C, rate of mass loss lower until reached the final temperature. The range of temperature is not fixed for a particular material, which is subjected to analyse. As ramping rate increases above 10 °C/min, both TG and DTG curves exhibit a shift in global minimum and local minimum within the same temperature range. Such thermal hysteresis was explained by Bilbao et al. [26] . According to their view point, this is due to the fact that the heating rate affects the temperature gradient between inner and outer parts of the samples and hence temperature gradient varies directly to ramping and mass loss rates. As compare to cellulose and lignin, variation in hemicelluloses is not shown significant changes by increasing the ramp rate, so it can be concluded that the thermal decomposition process of hemicelluose proceeds into two step reactions. Such behavior had been discussed by Varhegyi et al. [23] , and they attempted to describe the double peaks observed by models based on successive reactions. 
Kinetics of Thermal Decomposition
Asymptotic simplification of Gauss distribution as based equation was used for generating a result with the mean activation energy E0 and variance σ2. For comparing and validating our results, we compared our asymptotic Eq. (26) with narrow distribution case of Gauss integral equation (Mc Guinness et al.) and Gauss-Hermite quadrature method [23] . The usage of DAEM for knowing the predicated thermal decomposition of various materials is to only compare mass fraction (X) integral as a function of temperature with the known value [27] . Another important term is the differential change of the remaining mass fraction as a function of temperature. In comparison with the integral decomposition curve, the differential curve has the better convergence of roots and lesser deviations, which cannot be seen in the integral dependence. Asymptotic equation was found to be satisfactory for large number of concentrated data (6000 < N) points. With increasing data points N, numerical solutions of numerical method had more deviation than that of asymptotic method. However, asymptotic equations converge very slowly with time and hence require large number of iterations. Initial distribution activation energy model comprises two different functions: Gaussian and Arrhenius, which is unable to give smooth and accurate results, as initial distribution f(E) and the pre-exponential factors A0 (E) are highly correlated so some simplification was made by assuming the same value of pre frequency factors for all the reactions. Mathematically, the approximate solution of pyrolysis by DAEM can be described as in Eq. (26) . The kinetic parameters of pine needles pyrolysis decomposition obtained by DAEM are shown in Table 2 . From the integraldependence of pine needles decomposition ( Fig. 3(a) ), simulated result of DAEM appears to describe basic trends of the pyrolysis process. However, inaccuracies of results have been seen when comparing the differential experimental data with simulated data (Fig. 3(b) ). The diversion of roots of equation show the mathematical model is unable to simulate more than one maxima, but in reality, there are three global maximums. So, differential dependence of mass fractions is applicable to individual compounds of mixture since they are not expected to be a mixture of several compounds. However, a relatively wide distribution case was found to be more suitable for materials which comprise of different volatile components. Hence, we attempted another mathematical calculation for describing decomposition of pine needles compounds, such as hemicellulose, cellulose and lignin by DAEM, as they are not mixture of several other compounds.
A comparison of experimental and simulated integral curves of the thermal decomposition of pine needles main compounds at a heating rate of 283 K/min is shown in Fig. 4 . As in figure, it seems that DAEM can describe the decomposition curve without much deviation. The point of inflection has been observed at the end of the decomposition process above 650 K. As discussed above, all deviations can be seen at comparison of the differential correlation, shown in Fig. 4(a) . Inaccuracies in the description of the inflection point and the end of the process at integral curves are clearly seen since after re-evaluation to differential correlation. Therefore, the differential curves are more significant from the point of modeling precision view. Mathematical correlation of the pyrolysis process by the distributed activation energy model and the model precision can be affected by several factors such as number of points dividing the temperature interval, width of activation energies interval (Ew) and the number of experimental data points. Numerical methods (Gauss-Hermite) varies rapidly with small number of large interval and doesn't converge to analytical solution, so it is very important to select the most representative range of experimental data. The drawback of numerical method has been overcome by asymptotic method that varies slowly within broad range. Functionality of DAEM is to describe also the parts of the process where there are any mass changes. In addition, the results have been significantly influenced by the objective functions of this model as it compares integral values unlike other methods where differential values are used. The derived optimized parameters obtained after analysis of data ____________________________________________________________________________ 2017 / 19 25 points from DAEM for hemicelluloses, cellulose and lignin are enlisted in Table 3 . The values of obtained activation energies and frequency factors fall into interval reported in literature [27] , [28] . In order to verify whether the evaluated kinetic parameters were suitable or not for describing only the curve for which they were optimized, a comparison of calculated and experimental data of cellulose decomposition at two different heating rates, 283 K/min and293 K/min, where the kinetic parameters were obtained by optimization at 283 K/min were used as shown in Fig. 5 . In order to simulate correctly the differential curves, the mathematical modification was done for describing pyrolysis decomposition of pine needles, which is a linear combination of three single asymptotic Eq. (29) for DAEM. The modified model is capable to generate better results to describe the changes of mass loss with temperature, yet there are some visible deviations in the differential curve. Although in case of integral curve it is perfectly correlated with experimental data. After invoking it for the differential data, it can be seen that the model cannot exactly converge at starting and the end of the decomposition process. Results obtained by using modified DAEM seem to be closely fitted to the experimental data points that of single DAEM. However, increasing number of terms (as activation energies) from one to three do not serve main purpose of DAEM. Evaluated parameters for modified DAEM are shown in Table 4 . The lowest value of variance represents decomposition of cellulose in differential form and that is described by one narrow peak [29] . All values of variance in each simulation are large, implying that the distribution of activation energies is wider. It shows that thermal degradation of pine needles cannot be described by only one decomposition reaction. Therefore, there are no unique values of activation energy and frequency factor. As from comparing Tables 3 and Table 4 , it can be concluded that the values of the activation energy and frequency factors are non-similar.
During the thermal decomposition of pine needles, which is a mixture of several organic materials, the threshold energy has to be attained. At the starting of the process, before initiating thermal degradation, molecular bonding is intact. Therefore, it is important to supply more energy (heat flux) to ensure the decomposition of these stable molecules. At high temperature interval, stable molecules decompose and less stable molecules which are easier to decompose are formed resulting in the reducing of heat flux. These molecules are formed at higher temperature and hence the value of activation energy reduces with increase of conversion rate. As from Fig. 6(b) and Table 3 ,it can be concluded that decrease of activation energy is consequence of decomposition of lignin. 
CONCLUSION
The distribution activation energy model was used for mathematical modeling of pyrolysis decomposition of pine needles and the three main components of pine needles. The experimental data of sample residue mass fraction from thermogravimetric analysis were compared with simulated data obtained by the adopted optimization technique(asymptotic Eq. (26) and (28)). The decomposition temperature range of each substance was defined. Modified asymptotic equation was also used for evaluation of kinetic parameters of individual components of pine needles sample.
Mathematical investigation has been presented with the help of Matlab software and the accurate approximation of the double exponential temperature -dependent part of the double integral that arises in the DAEM, here called dexp, was evaluated. The two cases were discussed as: wide distribution and narrow distribution. After simulation, asymptotic approximations and numerical method for the mass fraction of decomposition were compared with the experimental results and have been found (for Gaussian distribution) asymptotic equations to be more accurate than previous approximation, particularly in the case of wide distribution. A numerical investigation of wide distribution for a model, Gaussian distribution indicates that the correction ____________________________________________________________________________ 2017 / 19 31 terms Bi provide an improved estimate of the underlying distribution. Advantage of asymptotic methods discussed in this paper can be applied to any form of energy distribution (provided that it should be wide as to dexp), and to be applied for multiple distributions (as when different compounds with different mean and standard deviation are combined).
The obtained kinetic parameter values were compared with previous given solution of DAEM in literature. Besides evaluation of kinetic parameters, some other points were highlighted in this paper:
 Mathematical description of differential curves by asymptotic method for thermal decomposition of biomass;  General problem with simulation of thermal decomposition of materials that comprise various other compounds (in case of differential dependence) as number of maximums are independent of behaviour of individual components with time.
